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1. The Utilization of Fuel in Metallurgy
By Z. F. Chukhanrov

(O onek, Moscow, No 51, Dec 1961, p i7)
The Party Program states: "Electrification, wlicb is the core of
the construction of the econo-W of the ccmmmist society, plays a leading role in the development of all branches of the national economW, in
the accomplishment of the entire contemporary progress." This requires
the drvelc- uent
of the new science placing pmver engineering in a preeminent r k= i he development of = technoicgical procese in any
branch of industi'y -- the science of powertechnclogy.
We, power engineers,knov well -ihat nearly evy
existing technological process requires a considerable quantity of heat to obtain the finished product. In this connection, the heat provided is far xore than is
actually needed. Contemporary technology, speaking figuratively, behaves
like a wastrel and spendthrift. Take this example: it is theoreticaily
calculated that one-third of a ton of rated fuel is needed to pr ce a
ton of steel. Actually, however, five to six times as mich fuel is consuo d for this purpose. Why?
The production of steel at present is very cclicated. At the
concentrator factory the ore is crushed and thereupon separated from
gangue. The ore is obtained in pulverized form. Subsequently it is sintered, that is, baked in special furnaces into large black lumps which,
in turn, are crushed and then charged into tbt blast In ace .
A considerable amount of heat energy is expended on the production
of the sinter. A still more caqklicated riath is traveled by co&l bet cre
being transformed into coke.
Or take another example. Consider the finale of contrpor.bX metallurgical production -- the rolling mill. The slab -- a chunk rf incandescent
metal
- is racing
on theit roller
clanging
roaring.
While passing
in betwen
the rolls
becomestable,
reshvapd
into and
en R-be
am, a

-I-I

I
.hwnr :% or' a rail.

At the same time, the metal cools.

:kw' its initial temperature was of the order of 800 to 1,000 deIf we consider the tremendous productivity of a modern
g're~
Ce:tirade,
roling milU, it becomes clear that a colossal quantity of heat is thus

I cited oai two examples taken at random from the entire present
cycle of steel production. Obviously, contenpoary metallurgy cannot be
content u4th that modest one-third of a ton of rateO fuel which, according to calculations, is needed to produce one. ton of steel.
S

41; cta encounter similar 'poer gluttons" in
modern tecbnclo y.

nearly every fie.d of

This pertains primarily to the branches of -lustry whobe developwent in the n vt 20 years will proceed at an espe,..talJy rapid rate. I
mean metsll rEy, chemistry, and building materials.
"Power gluttony" is
It iE- :now that gluttony does not end well.
especially detri=,ntJl to the national econ-,=.
It is fraught with econxic ineffcztivemes as well as with an excessive over-consumption of
vrey scarce wi e @enzive types of fuel vhose worldide reserveg are recoking coalsL.ch it, for exale,
latively wnall
I be'ieve that with the continuing rise in production all the primcipal ad auxiliary technological processes will undergo extensive qaalUtative changes. Previously power, its consumption and its generation,
played an auxilivxy role in technological processes whereas now, speaking
in the language f diplomacy, it should be an equal partner of technology,
one which hs signed a "Joint power technological pact" with technology.
Them poer vill De savcr and all the possibilities for obtaining
the ai=Y,
emwuit of valuable products will be comprehensively utilized.
-ow

do I cc,.

eive the future "energometallurgy"?

A new technology

axnd hence also nzw equipment will supplant the sIntering furnaces, cokeov,.n batter es, and blast turnace,

Tis 4.3. save a gigantic sount of

,cat.
h'1le
blast fwrnace will be replaced by a special furnace

i, as we

In coatrast with the blast
the "high-temperature flame."
.. _.ace, this flme dill burn any fuel: coal, natural gas, liquid fuels,
aud even peat. Pthlerized ore and, for exaaple, ground coal will be
blown into this furnace. In the flame there forms a gas reduci.g the
iron in the or-,. M&UrepoU this iron accuimlates in molten form in the
b-tcm pfairt of the ft=%aCe. As for the rm irsclf vhich, incidentally,

s bral term it,

-2-

I

has a very high temperature, it !411 be conveyed directly from the furnace to the furnaces of the boilers of the neighburing electric power
station, where it vill od burned to generate steam and electrical c -rgy.
Az for slag -- the waste of metallurgical production -- it is utilized to
obtain first-class cement clinker.
Thuu, the znergcetallurgical combine will constitute an organicaly integrated whole consisting of an electric power station and a metallurgical plant. At this combine the fuel-burning electric power station
one million kilowatts, 'will be associated with v.
with a capacity of, sq,
plant producing approximately two and roz-half million tons of steel annually. Consequently, five energcoetallurgical ccmbines of this kind,
each with an electric power station with a capacity of two million kflo.watts, will be able annually to provide the country with 60 to 70 billiE
kilowatt hours of electrical energy, 23 million tons of steel, aM 15
million tons of cement clinker.
In this comection, the cost of metal will decline in half, and,
what is especially important, the total capital investments in steel production will decline nearly as much. According to preiiminary calculations alone, this will yield savings of more than 500 million rables annually.

We do not have to search hard for examples.
Let us take Krasnodarskiy Krar.

The reserves of the Kerch' Ore De-

posit
will be adequate for the future local energcmetallurgica?. combine.
Krasnodar gas is an ileal fuel. Thus metal ani 7urrent are assured. But
this is not all. it is known that Kerch ore contains a large amount of
; phosphorus will
At the energcetallurgical combine t'
pho-phorus.
serve to produce agricultural fertilizers. Natural gas will make it possible broadly to expa the output of synthetic rubber, "kavron" (Soviet
nylon], etc. Thus, the powertechnological combine will provide litero'
steel, cwrrent, tire casings, nylon Jackets, agrc.turly everything:
And all this can be created with a minisi of
al fertilizers and cement.
outlays, because energotecbnology is by its very nature maximally economical.

But the importance of energcmetallurgy,

and powertechnology in gen-

eral, lies not only in this. By providing the premises for new production tel niques, it opens the prospects for changing the gtgraphy of industry.

Considering that the widespread fine and relatively iron-poor

ores are suitable for energmetaliurgy, the new method will serxve to establish metallurgical industry in any region of the country. The fuel
woulC be any coal, natural gas, liquid fuel, and even milled peat.
Nature--iy,

this will change the national fuwl balance.

0
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The rnle of

And the other
coals, petroleum, gas, and milled peat, will
types of fuel, such as .ae prouacts of subterranean gasification, lump

peat, various underground-mined brown coals, and curtain petroleum deposits, will no longer be developed, for they vi I be economically unjustified.

The Party Program states precisely the following:

"The less effec-

tiv types of ruel and power and raw and other materials will be incre.qingly displaced by highly effective ones, in which connection their utilization will be ,ch more comprehensive."
The introduction of powertechnology in all fields of industry will

mobilize gantic potential wa

yield trmendus savings to the country.

2. A "Help Wanted" Advertisement
(Stroitel'naya Gazeta (Construction Gazette], Moscow, 14 Jan 62, p 4)
Kmaruilatroy [Kursk Magnetic Anomaly Ore
Construction Trust], Belogorodskiy Sovnarkhoz
has employ ent opportunities
in the City of Cubkln
For:

7 Production Enterprises; Chief of ReinforcDirector of a Combint
ed Concrete Shop; Chief of Large Wall Blocks Shop; Chief of Lumbering Shop; Chiefs of Construction Administrations; Chiefs of Plan-

ning Divisions of Construction Administrations; Chiefs of PTO's
[Production and Technical Sections] of Construction Administraftions;
Chief Bookkeepers of Construction Administrations; Chief Mechanics
of Construction Administrations. Pay based on wage ce. egories.
Pay for underground vorkers in a-cordance vitn Article 82 of the
KZOT [Labor Law Code]. Housin is provided.

Addres inquiries to:

Belgorodskaya Oblast, Oubkin, "Mwudstroy"

Trust.

.

Establish More

,uickl the New Ore Pase

for the MetallurSy ofthe Orals'

S0
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By P. Kazakov
(Ekonomlcheskya Gazeta [Economic Gazette],

Moscow, 15 Jan 62)

The Kachkanar Mining and Concentrating Cobine is being establifhed
during the present Seven-Year Plan. This is one of 476 especially important projects. Here, not far from Nizbny Tagil, lies the biggest
"s,orehouse" of iron ore in the Urals.
Its reserves are assessed at

eight billion tons.
The ores of Kachkanar occur easential4y on the surface.

They are

i-el~tively l
-g;le -- they contain on the avcragc 16 to 17 percent irozL
Their industrial exploitation :s economically expedient in view of the
large scale of open-rtrip mining possible, as well as the use of the most
up-to-date concentrating equipment and the caoprehensive utilization of
the raw material.
The concentration of these ores is scheduled to be based on the
magnetic separation method. The concentrates to be received by the metallurgists will contain 63 to 64 percent iron and two to three percent
silicon dicodde.
The production cost of pig iron will be favorably affected by the
ci. -mstance that the slag forming during the smelting of ore will contain a grzt
dt uI of valuable vanadlum.
,ae caiAbLnc' is being built in two sections. The first section is
designed to extract 33 million tons of ore annually in the Gusevorakiy
Pit. Six million tons of sintar ard pellets will be annally sent to metallurgical plants.
After the construction of the second section is completed and raw
material also will be mined from tne Kachkanar M-untain, the enterprise

wil. y 'id

60 million tons of raw ore annually.

Nowhere else in the

world is the development of low-grade ores practiced on such a colossal
and economically expedient scale.
Once the combine works at full capacity, the shipments of iron ore
from other regions to the metallurgical enterprises of the No.&-crn and
Central Urals will be V.coninued.
The iirst
builders arrived in the region of the Kachkanar Mountain
Now the construction site has spread over some
in the spring of 1957.
20 kilometers.
This is the decisive

......
...
. . .

.

year.

' . . .

The schedule prorides for putting into
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operation the so-called minimal complex of the ore-mining giant (approximately one-fourth of capacity of the first
stage).
It i- designe;, to
extract seven and one-haLf million tons of raw ore and produce one and
one-half million tons of concentrate annually.
There exists every opportunity for solving this task, ard it should
be solved!
The collective of 13,000 builders of the Kachkanar Combine has
reached definite seccesies. A town of more than 13,000 inhabitnt hs
mushrocned at the foot of the Kchenar Mountain.
The principal buildlogs have been erected. The dam structures of the open-water reservoir
an slv7y reservoir as well eq the electric rai.oad are being built ;n
an extensive scale. Nevertheless, many difficultl.es and shortcomings are
present on the site.
It

is these that are described in the report published below.

Both Joys and Sorrows

A

Nothing like this had ever occurred here before. The talga was
huing. Sixteen cravler-tread tractors were ulling a gigantic sledge
on which st od a frost-covered electric locomctive.
The c'traor !na~y procession descended in-o the valley of the Vyl
River, passet th'.-!depc..t
of the pump station, and, over a temporary
path, hurried to ,'rd th: Ousevyye Mcrntains.
Upon arrival there, at the
main piv, the locomotive was trariferred from the sledge onto rails.
Current was turned on.
Dumpcars were driven up and attached.
An excavator, vithout hurrying, raised its bucet... And thus occu-red the recent
openign of the pit from which the combine extracts its ore. By the same
toktn, the foundation has been laid for extensive o-erburden-strilrpIng
operations a.1 for preparations to provide ore to the concentrating fsz-

tory

Mhe p,::.cipAnts in this event greeted each other with other good
nevn
yet another stage in the establishment of the giant enterprise was
nearing its end, A majority of the builders had arrived at the site of
this national tmject as Komsomol volunteers.
They knew that tremendous
difficulties -ere await-ag them in the remote taiga.. But these olunteers suru-.u ted them courgeously: Lhey felled trees, built houses, laid
roads, and eti'ablished the production base.
Kacha&-r ha- raised more than one thousand dsring, self-sacrificing builders. in bone-chilling frost they repaired a high-tension line
which vms damaged by a hu-ricane, extricateO equipment which becme stuck

o
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in the swaaips, and remained for days on end inside a ).
darien

metc7-deep foun-

T~it.

Nov-, looking at the excavator which was filling a dumpcar with ore,
the builders realized that much work ns ye- awaiting them. They wre
aware uhat the opening of ths open-strip pit, although a jclyouS and solen #-vent, was nevertheless sybolic in itself.
And the director of the combine, N. Yefremovtsev, also knew that
from the moent when he had cut the ribbon stretched across the railrcad

track to the moment of the opening of the enterprise itself there still
remains "an enormously long distance." This was eloquently attested by
the buildings of the concentratirg factoij, looming from afar, which are
0"

far from ready to receive ore.
still
still was not built yet....

And, moreover,

the railruad itself

The year has come to an end but pr~fress on the site as a whole has
not been too good. Each contractor and subcontractor organization without exception had flalfilled b&.ely half the plan, and each advanced a
different explanation for its failure. S'-e referred to internal causes,
and others, to external. But one way or another the effect of these
causes was identically negative.
The prime contractor -- the '"chka iarrudstroy" [Kachkanar Ore Mine

Construction Trust] -- is relatively young.

Considering this, the Sverd-

lovskiy Sovnarkhoz a year ago decided to help it and improve the sitration by asigning specific parts of the project to such large and experienced construction truslts as the "Tagilstroy, " "Basstroy, " and "SeravStal' stroy.

It was
The idea was right. But it wa fuilfilled ii, the wrong w~V.
cw :,crtractors would ase for the benefit of Kachkauar
'oelieved that the :%t this did not so
thcir --n fairly highly de-veloped production bases.
trusts
dispatc1od to
Upon being awrded the contracts, these
h'mpe,

:"achkanar o;ly the collectives of Individual sectars and admi-nistrations.
h1d no choice but to share v.tb kbem its
Ai'd so the .achkanarradtroy"
own housing Lad, most important, the output of its own, as yet no+ cc pleted, production bt.ae.
le-d then there auoo occurred the bottleneck as reg&rds deli.'eries
The sovnarlboz sent It in literally hcmeopathic doses
of reirltorcement.
Thus the opera,although officially Kachkanar was assgned enough :etal.
t_ous of the reinforcement shop at the site even had to be discontied.
Scaver gers" vandered all over the site in search of defective prefabricates from which they voulod -enme the concrete to as to reclaim the reWen the chief enginoer of tL, cabine project, B. Sberman,
inforcmnt.
the first question be vzs asked was.
-rrivd from 8vearlov,

07

"et
Shov ac., plfease, -'ohece is

it

possible tco work wi,_ooort r>

'hen, however, at -he end of Nove-nher, rnoreentwa
the contractors pra-vea not reait to li-nch the operations.
encih concrete an~d rortar.

9

ire

ecv
,
there was not

.he contractors began stubbo.rly to vie for every _ubic Meter of
teematerials.
in~chief
of the const.-uction adlmini stratiorn of the
"Ta~ilstrcy," K. Po.stylyakoev decided to bui~d his own Small concrete
plant a3 well as a bmal! woo>dvorking plant.
The other ;onstruo'Ition and
instaillatior organiizations, of wblch there are at least 15 on the alto.
al~so decided to bi1their
ovan little
plant-.
M4ore than one hunrd-red
tons of m-_tal, more than one thousand cubic meters of concrete were reassigned on the sly to these little
plants.
But the greatest flaw was
that ccnside~ able cianpower ond financial resources thus were divert -4
f=direct work on the objects of~ the cc=Iine.
All these loss-s could have been av-1-ded if the Scv- xkb
. . had assigned to direct %.hewiole of this big tu.J inxportant project a mar. protded with the necessary pov'e:s and riEghts who
oldc
ceraei
s
hands the raterial resources of all fou': c(,ntractors.
Such a ~a~
(hiis role is currePntly fuilfilled Ic'; tlia head of the "'Kacikiarrmstroy,"

flF. Karlyukov)

wro'cl not -"av to try. 'c, influence these four equa part-

ners by Letters sent then t-raig,. .. the Scvnarkhoz.
Horwrver, tne off icials in Sver-dlovsk merely confined themselves to i~iuing yet another directive:
"I'lc heads of
rusts are Lurder the obligation of... fulf illiig
all operative Instructions of the head of the 'IKaokanarr'dstryl c.ancerning the organization of const-ruction..."
One would 'ike to ask: how could Comrade Karlyukorv
.lace theheads of trw~ts ,Unler the ob-,:too
hezi they wre workIng many tens of
kilcm ,ters awayV 1rom the conetr',ic-ion site?
ec~mtroo
icnI also octlae1bj
thecrc'sao
htt.
lac~arrrxstoy
'ru t arin the couirse of four years, like a si
c'.~rgovnw~t banaoes.
-ec.e
overgro wn with, a nmltirlicity of B~ll
cen arctIen shclds and othIer s~lrstr-actures.
They Were! bLAilt as tem --olax-v structures but, considerirg thaz thie construction op-eratlons --n
thle sit:, hawe been extended, thesj stru-ctuares became unfit and had to '>7e
r e -,alrcd or rebuIl-t. Cthcariae the aianagement -_f the cmib Liie refused to
f inance theni.
T1he total

woli-me of inecomplete

construction operestions and objvctia

as -egsa-db this ProteCt 45 50 =!Llion- rUblea! 1ven the JrCkAcbz~r--k J t81kv.a ra~ilr-cad sfpu, under cor-itructlon since 195,11, itill
is not pe 6fect.

IP

CtIn
zot

a rutsin,l, five years after the beginning of .ie construction
oject ha%yet been relecxed for regular operation.
rif

tht'
is kunccv stztx conditions that the bilders of Kacbkanar yelccaed
th aev Year 1962.

I

Prot®>m WhiAchl !1oeda Not Have Existed...

The Lrc date for acts vat - rc the minimal one-fourth of the first
brtion of tne combine, witth z cau,,acty cf seven and one-hfalf million
tnsof ore tsnrvui
has s-een postponed until 1962. The builders and
Anstal3 ers face i~ei~tsa
tr nis mus vo. ne of opereticm;;.
So faw, everat 6cre r ava
been i~se ed In the Vnxe- &andmediumbui Un,-ndlu.:r irst rece'14ttng 'bin baa been - ,enbled there
c-uLil-ng
einsttiU:,
the
f
cuncired-to urerhead crzvie, -.tich will
!5
3 erve to

eml

heavy cirua-:hers1 ha ber'en inq'etet

Socn the assen-

oing of feeder conveycra wi) 11bcgin.F

The Xnsctallation of the rtin1,A;x zecions in being (:oasolidated.
The
i&l.ders av, well as the yoxgperm-onnel of concent>ration vorkerz beIn f ormed at this new Ur.al industria ~llier are most of all agitated by
the svlxtiatloz a,5 r,!ard.s the 'oa~rst: :rshiaig buailaing. It ex-4snds to a
depth of 5" Weters lntd-e the rock, e&1ts total- height i1S tidce a-gr2-st. Th at, jressnt this bulflc-diL,, whose erectio-n wv entrusted to the
rhan
nthavig
tut s~ ill h-h aot rigen to St, P011 t gthrmas
4v7
TlS4-pad cu 80),000 cubic Z(4ters q3
than 20 metexrs,
only, slicttl-y rare
ete 2k~s
20,000- have actzmflly been 'laid.,
Ia

jconcr

7the 9- tc
1.U0() Or .t JV

IUPZ, 0. KbYh"dxikov, declared: "We ishould IV~ at least
bIc meters cof cosacre.te pe month.

Actuw~ rete I being 1-at at irregular intervals: 30 to 40
clbc ,cterci ncr day, T' local beiief is that onc~e the "Tagilstrof'
413
r it
[oconcrete) plant neexWb,
It iirl~ oyertlake its neih

b-ts,

who ar

bui~ldivng the meri~wij rushi-ng bt.,lding

This is possible.

%e baa)'r of thie ti-et should devote 'the grve~tat attention to th. s =it:t
important object "m.1CAwkanar by vtilizW'g their sub stantial produ,-tion
LI.L
iNlMzbny Tegil to fhuill rapidy all up-neds of th<c Kaeikanar Iroj ,;ct.-

The Becond object aechedled for actlvab-J on where the situation is
tacu
-vrab!i lai the- hyireAflic ene,neering structures.
ht Vyd River
ed
i~ the Law of the slurry rese&aroir, Th-ese t'yL
buil before
the
I
.ttood,
fpt
Without water the ccmnbine canno. be pat into opevra) so

rI
Ioatior

after aLl the corncen'ration building alone will ccnsuma imore than

eight cubic meters of water per sec.

The complexity cf building the das is increased by the need to in2ude a large-capacity pump station. When the water reservir is filled,
the main structures lying 40 meters deep in the rock. soil, are subject
to inundation.
'Therefore, the pump station will fihave to be built.
However, the 'Xachkanarrudstroy" Trust clearly is notit capable
of accc lishing this prior to the spring floods.
What to do? The ccrades from the "Ural3petsstroy" insist that
preparations for the Oloods shomld be made, but the heads of the "Kachkarudstroy" object. fearing that the station would be jicc pletely
built and fel l its purpose.
Dicbussions and debates go on endlessly.
The chief engineer of the coabine, S. Masnik, having listened
enough to specialists of every kind, declared:
"It seems that the target dates for putting into operation the
first part of the first section of the combine will be drowned in this
discussion about the drowning of the pump station!
LIt

is now several months since the "melee" about the method of fillleg the foiudation pit fox the coarse-crushing building had started. The
'Jralpromstroyproyekt" Institute proposed a method of its own.
But the
specialists from the "Giproruda" Institute believe that this proposal
will raise the construction cost of the building by 350,000 rubles. Tt
"Uralgiproruda" offered a co nter-proposal. The dispite was also joined
by the "Proyektgidrcmekhanzatsiya" institute. Ten different proposals
have already been advanced, and meanwhile the wvork has been suspended.
This is
In Kachkanar.

a little

fact, but one very characteristic of the situation

Another circumstance also is alarming:
the neglect displ~red toward objects vitally important to the performance of the combine -- a
neglect rare in our time.
The endless "modifications," "refinements," and "cost cuts" etc.,
as applied to the minimal starting section, have led to a situation in
Vnich the construction of the central thermoelectric pmeerhouse in Kachkanar haa been postponed frin year to year. To fill
this gap, builders
had to construct more than 20 small ar d unprofitable steam heat plants,
each costing 20,000 to 50,000 rubles, and each with a personnel of 30 to

40.

Thus a sizable group of builders vas diverted from productive labor.
The project of the combine provides for a machine repair plant, but
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t'Is
plant was not included in the Animal starting complex.
And yet on
the site there operates a large number of mechanisms:
various types of
cranes, excavators, hundreds of bulldozers, about 1,000 motor vehicles.
Essentially there is no base in situ for their repair. To solve this
problem, the various organizations built their own repair shops. The
'Uralspetssiroy" expended about 80,000 rubles on its shop, and the "Vosto1=etallurgmonazh" and "UralstaJlkonstruktsiya," twice as much....And
yet it wold have been so mch more convenient to build that machine repair plant.
Equipment is arriving for the minim-l starting complex: transform!ers, crushers, grinding mills, feeders, conveyor belts, pumpa, boilers.
Some of them have been installed, but the majority, valued at altogether
eight million rubles, is idling in outdoor and indoor stc age while waiting for assembling space.
The builders attempt to do all in their power to observe the target
dates for the minimal stating complea.
The secretary uf the local Party unit, delegate to the 22nd Party
Congress, A. Serchenko, declared: 'We shall not lag; we'll do our part.
If only the planning agencies and the Sovnarkhoz will not fall us."
One dwr after this conversation i met the Deputy Chairman of the
Sverdlovskiy Sovnarhoz, in charge of constri-tion matters, M. Shiltdkrot. He said that the starting complex of the combine is on the point
of receiving the final approval and that "the Sovnarkhoz shall not fail
the builders": inste 4 of four "generals" -- general [prime] contractors, there will be only two .....
"It is merely necessary that the Supreme Sovnarkhoz pays us more
attention .
I transmitted to comrades at the Supreme Sovnarkhoz M. Si&1'dkrot's
wish, and his co'nrlaints about the storage of metal. And here the unexpected happened.
V. Bagirov, co-worker of the AdmiLdlstration of Capital
Construction, Supreme Sovnarkhoz, showed me a telegram from M. SEbl'dkrot
stating: "This is to advise that we have sufficient supplies of rolled
stock fTr 1961."
This was complemented by data c- the teeeptioL and con-

sumption of metal from which it ensued that Kachkanar was being rather
satisfactorily supplied with metal.
So then what happened to this metal?

There can be only one reply:

the Sovnarkhoz assigned it elsewhere. Being aware that the Kachkanar
Combine has priority in the allotment cf materials and funds the Sovnarkhor utilized it as its reserve stockpile. Seven thousand tons of steel
aA
water-supply pipe were allodod and sent to Xachkanar, but they are
~-11-
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not there:

they ended up at other construction sites.

The same pertains

to reinforaement.
The Sovnarkhoz people complained about the bhortage of cement in
This too is unjustified. The point is that in the SverdlovKachkanar.
skiy Econcmic Region the quality of inert wterials is paid scant attention. Although many resol "ions vere adopted in support of providing
finely crushed rock for importwit construction projects, these projects
still
continue to receive shipmzrnts of the wastes of metallurgical and
other enterprises, conrse rocks. As a result, cement has to be overconsumed: instead of 320 kilograms per cubic meter of concrete, 350 kilogit ms are consumed.
These are but a few of the problews which the heads o. the Sverdlovskly Sovnarkhoz could not solve in situ and for which they claim that
higher authorities are responsible. No, it is they themselves who should
properly utilize the potential, and use allotted resources according to
the pu pose for which they were allotted.

O

On the same days when CcxradL Shil'dkcrot asaerted that he "will not
fail" the builders, he ww. conce-ned less with compiling a schedule for
the construction of the combine than with drafting a letter requesting
the postponement of the ectivation of +he minimal starting complex to
1963. Ech a lette. specifically had .sen received by the Supreme Soynarkhoz at the time.
What then is the result? For about five years
been investing funds in the construction of the huge
trating combine, vhile the Sovnarkhoz, having failed
tential and concentrate resources, is now asking for

now the State has
mining and concento mobilize its poanother postponement.

It is a matter of honor to the Ural workers to achieve the unconditional activation this year of the starting omplex of the combine and
later on of the entire first section of the combine.

4. The Scientific Basis of Metallurgy

By YuOrdins.
(Ekonomichesksya Gazeta

o12

Moscow,

1 Jan 62, p 31-12)

0

..0 oland of Great Promise
'X=
Siberia is being called upon to play a leading role in the
further development of our contry's metallurgy.
As soon as within the
next few years the Ku-netsk Metallurgical Comnine should be modernized
and the West Si-ri-An and Barnaul plabts M ve.1 am the Tabkent CombirA
shouad be built.

°w

Later on, the task of sherply increasing the output of metal will
undoubtedly stimulate not only new projects but also their embodiment irn
the form of new metallurgical plants and combines,
In the not distant
future the region of West Siberia will account for a major part of the
total output of ferrous metals in the country. The premise for this is
the availability of vast and still
imcompletely explored reserves cf ir)n
ores and coals as well as extensive energy resources which are being harnessed in the course of the construction of an entire system of superhigh-capacity hydro- and thermo-electric power stations. In addition to
all thlb, the machine-building and construction industry of the economic
regions of West Siberia are becoming major metal consumers.
We are on the eve of large-scale scientific research projects regardiag primarily the investigation and evaluation of ores and development of ore concentrating and sintering techniques.
It is important to
consider in practice the averaging of ores and the drafting of a generalL
operational plan of development of ore deposits assuring an optimal composition of the ore consumed by all plants during various periods of
their operation.
&f great inrortance is the task of utilizing the se -ndary and dispersed elements present in the ores.
This concerns primarily zinc, i iich
is present in a majority of West Siberian ores, followed by cobal *'ia-.
muth, arsenic, and certain other rar- elements.
The urgent tasks also in&lide the problem of coking coals, and espeeially the expansion of the var.,ety of coy' g coals. The develqpment
of new coking techniques, research in spherical briquets, and the resumption research in iron and coke are among the most pressing problems of
the metallurgy of Siberia.
Another major trend in the sol-tion of the metallurgical problems
p:roper is the work on the cozvverter production of conventional and lowcarbon metal. This method of steel production is progressive and ill
shops will probably contain 120-ton convertbe widely used. The first
ers, and later their capacity will increase to 200 to 250 tons. Neither
i.n our country nor abroad has experience yet been gained in using oxygen

In installations of such a size. Naturally, the mastering of new technology will involve quite a few new and ccumplicated problems. The specific

0
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features of the hemical composition of ; .rious %ypes
of iron, methods

of feedinj oxygen,
e durability of equipmeat, and ;he properttes of
the
obtained
will
for metal
bethe
carefully
example,
studied.
to keep
in bave
io necessary,
mind to
that
metal will
be usedItmainly
in Siberia itself, that is, under the conditions of the low temperatures
of the
Siberian winter-, when the cold brittleness of
steel can especially manifest itself.

I'

B

Important technical inl economic problems are
being aroused by tie
rise in the generation of electrical energy in
Siberia. As noted by N.S.
Khrus) chev at the 22nd Party Congress, "In East
Siberia, in addition to
comrleting the construction of the Bratskaa
and Kradnoyarskaya GESes
[}vydroelectric Power Stations], several other
hydroelectric power stations of the same capacity will be built b- 1980,
namely, the Sayanskaya,
Ust'-Ilimskaya, BoguchansakAa, Yeniseysk4ya,
Osinovskaya, and Nizhne.Tungusakaya GESes.
Each ill have a capacity of more than four million
kilc-atts."
In addition, in the same area, on the basis of
the coals of the
Kansk-Achinsk Basin, two groups of highly economical
super-high-capacity
thermoelectric power stations will be established:
in the KrasncyrzkItatsko-Bogotol'skeya region, and in the Kanak--Teshet-Irsha-Borodinskaya region, Vth a capacity of upward of three
million kilowatts per power
station.
New Grades of Steel

-e

New Principles of Production

--

Low-cost energy as well as extensive reserves
of iron ores and nonferrous ores will provide the conditions for
the development of electrcmetallurgy, for the production of special steels
and alloys and ferroalloys as vell as nonferrous metals and especially
aluminum which consumes
much
power. Considering the specific features of Siberian
the organization
of all this production requires the implementation
raw materials,
of a
large numiber of technical-econcmic studies and
the development of new
technological processes. New grades of steels
and alloys with especially
high properties will be mastered for new equipment.
The develc2ment and
mastering of these steels and alloys requires
enormous scientific-research work.
L.: special importance are the problems of the
complex autowation
of metallurgical processes. There is no doubt
that automation combined
with a broad use of induction comiters will
be employed very widely in
th& design and construction of new plants.
Extensive scientiflc-research
work still has to be accomplished in this direction.
AsiAe from the automation of equipment, where the problem is reduced
mainly to developing
electric circuitb, the automation of the metallurgical
the drafting of complex
itself,
parmeters determining the coua process
se of this proces;

o
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and tbe pr' blsmz

of measuri' thes
-Lr t
er and fidn
the necessary
rLathcatic.al relationshi, are still in a rudimentary stage. Mechanics,
poivr engineers, physicists, chemists, electronics engineers, and mathematicians will have to labor hard to solve these problems.
1he use of oxygen, vacuum, and electronic automation has created
every premise for a redical transformation of the process of steel p dviction. Al. these means, initially developed to improve and perfect old
Metallurgical processes ultirately lead to the abandonment of these proceeses. it is now quite realistic to consider the idea that a continuous
..tream of pig iron flowing from a blast furnace or a mixer could 1e
treated with oxygen to eliminate excess carbor and silicon. Clearly, the
treatment of steel with synthetic slag and the deep killing and degassing
of steel in a vacuwm will also become continuous processes of the same
kind. After these operations the steel will proceed into devices for
continuois teeming, from which it will issue in the form of billets.

(

The development and introduction of such a method of steel productin vould alter radically the entire appearance of the modern metallurgical plant. Only the blast furnaces and section mills woL.ld remain,
that is, the entire intermedi 'e process would be continuous.
It should
be i.oted that such a form simplifies considerably the problems of the a"of the continuous
tomation of metallurgical production. The form itset
-action process causes metallurgical production to be similar to continuous-action chemical production. 2his is perfectly legitimate considering
that metallurgy both as a science and as a branch of industry constitutes h
-temperature chemistry.
In its present stage, ferrous metallurgy has all the conditions for
the appearance of new processes. Their development has become the most
important and pressing task. Needless to say, the introduction of the
ccntinuous-action proccis will cons 4 L :rably reduce construction cost, cut
production cost, and improve production quality, because it is the processes of smelting and, especially, teemiri that are the principal source

of defects and low quajity a steel production.
A more remote prospect, but one whioh is already - riously inveL igated in the United States, is the higii-temperature treatment of any ore.
At terperatures c more than 2,500 degrees Centigrade most metal oxides
are observed to dissociate. Upon subjection to such a nesting the ore is
reduced to metallic state. The final product is a melt of the etals
making up the ore. The more easily fisible constituents of the ore are
separately evaporated and condensed. Such a process requ res t, very fine
grinding of the raw material as well as high-temperature heating. At a
semi-industrial installation in the United States the heating is accomplished by pussing a fine powder through powerful voltaic arcs. But this
is not the only solution. It is also possible to eWloy the so-called
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cyclone smelting, which in our country is

use3 ii,nonferrous metallurgy.

work on these problem All undoubtedly ie d to _.ntidersble progress
After all, these
in the physico-chemistry of metallurgical processes.
hugely important problems cannot be solved without elaborating their theoretical aspects.
Ale

In the Interest of Purposive Research
In his speech at the 22nd Party Congress the President of the Academr of Sciences USSR M. Keldysh expressed his opinion that it is necessary to begin organizing unified scientific establishments in the economic regiona and Unic-. republics, to provide them with up-to-date equipment
and to staff them with cadres capable of rdingr. new contributior -7 to
science. Comrade N. S. Khrushchev in his concluding speech supported
this idea.

V_

Currently, purposive research in the field of metallography and meIn connection with the growth
tal physics acquires sp;-ial importance.
in the scale of production as well as the acceleration of processes, for
example in the rolling of metals, there arise problems whose practical
solution involves tremendous ifficulties. For example, the problem of
the heat treatment of rails has not been satisfactorily solved anywhere
After many yeexs of research in our country we have
in the world.
started the design and construz:tion shops for the heat treatment of rails
iause the doin rail-rolling plants. The mastering of this process wil
mestic rail industry to lpa. the ntire world in quality. But before the
heat treatment of rails ill wit its "place in the sun," much hard work
will yet have to be accomplished in the scientific research Institutes as
well as in the plants.
This
The heat treatment of reinforcement is absolutely necessary.
is clear to everyone. For exwaple, instances of cold-brittle rupture of
However, in
prestressed reinforce, nt inside concrete can be observed.
view of the speeds of rolling, which in modern rolling mills reach 20 meters per second, the heat treatment of reinforcement is extraordinarily
complicated.
The old methods of accumniating a bundle of reinforcement
rods and subjecting it to group heat treatment are not applicable mt all,
becau.e they do not assure the stability of properties as well as the neSlowly performing continuous-action
ecssary straightness of the rods.
installations require the construction of shops with a surface area meaThus, fundamentally r.Le solutions based on
sured in square kilcmeters.
a broad use of high-frequency heating currents, etc., have to be sought
for.
In the field of theoretical met&JJlorb&hy and phyaical metallurgy
the principal task is to obtain metals with the maximum theoretical
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strength. This means a strength of thousands of kilograms per square
milliLneter, whereas the metals used i our practice have a strength of
not more than 300 kilograms per squar- millimeter and normally even several times less. Moreover, the development of new equipment requires metals with a high heat resistance and high magnetic and semiconductor properties.
There can be only one conclusion: the quantitative and ualitative
development of metallurgical production can be accomplished only on the
basis of the development of metal science and a broad expansol'c
f the
entire front of the varied brancY es of science.
The scientists working in tL.s field have far from taken every step
necessary to accomplish this task. Fulfilling the decisions of the 22nd
Party C.ongress, we should expand considerably the scope of research and
tackle m-,vre boldly the development of the funramental problems in the
field of the production and prope-ties of metals

__

NEW

*
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The regions of Siberia are considcrably lagging behind in this work
although in the future they will have to produce tens of millions of tons
of steel.
'he Siberian Branch of the Academy of Sciences USSR in Novosibirsk does not take up problems relating to metallurgy. Its structure
does not e'ven include an appropriate institute. Likewise, there are no
scientific research institutes cf metallugy in Siberia and the Far East,
except the pedaeogical Siberian Metallurgical Institute in the Kuznetsk
Basin as well as the ped-ogical Institute of Nonferrous Metallurgy in
Irkutsk. These institutes, of course, conduct some research, are establishing problem laboratories, and maintaIn certain ties with industry and
the sovnarkhozeb.
But they lack appropriate cadres of researchers as
well as special laboratories and equipment, and they cannot encocpass the
complex whole of the problem arising in connection with the developmeLL
of the new metallurgical region.
In this connection, research work should precede design and construction, otherwiso denigns vil be based on obsolete solutions and the
individual uonits and parts of new plants wili prove technologically backward. Such a warning was given at the 22nd Party Congress by Ccmrade N.
S. Khauhcev.
Siberia is in an specially difficult situation. The imbalance
which has arisen there should be irgently rectified. This is additional]y necess-ary because Siberia cannot count on any considerable and brocid
assistance from the scientists of the Central and Southern USSR as well
as the Urals. They are burdenee with the solution of tasks posed by
their
n economic regions, and it vould be vell if the2' vould succeed in
fulfilling all that is being dezanded of them.

0
-
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In Went Siberia there In a definite need for a large complex scientific rzv'arch insti.tute of meta'is. The zite for thls institute-could .e
the city of Novokuzn.tsk, Vwere are located two huge metallurgical.enterprises -- the Kuznetsk and West Siberian plants, and where is concentrated a large number o' design institutts. In addition, this city contains
a hugo A.lumnin m plant and a ferroalloy. plant.
The Siberian Tnstitute of Metals could be established under the pedagogical Siberian Metallurgical Institute and the Kuznetsk Metallurgical
Combine.
This would facilitate staffing it with specialists. The professors and ins ructors from the Siberian Metallurgical Institute have
accomplished a Dun° er of major projects which have won reccition
at
many enterprises.
These projects include, for example, the use of a
blast with a fixed moisture content; the introduction of highly basic
sinter; the r-duction of manganese content at every stage of metallurgical production; the intensification of smelting with compressed air; the
heat treatment of rails; and mtiy other projects.
Therefore, tLe assistance of the Siberian Metallurgical institute would be vei7 useful to the
ne- institute. Also it would be necessary to merge into a single establi3hment all the institutes, branches, and teams established in the Kuzine4sk Basin. The "VostNIIGR," the branch off the "VuKhJ", and the team
fx-m the "TsNIIChermet" [Central Scientific Research InstiLute of Nonfe'rous Metallurgyl a, well as othcr organizati Ons currently lack suitable
premises and equipment and t-erefore cannot be very productive.
In return, the pedagogical Siberian Metallurgical Institute would
gain much.
After all, then the students could be bro'adly mobilized for
laboratory researc'h and acquire a good t~.aining for independent scientific work.
The idea of e2tablishirg such a large scientific research center
has been ex-pressed more than once.
It Is shared snd supported by our metallurgists as well as by the Kemerovakiy Sovnarkhoz and the Party urdts
4
n the Kuznetak B.sin. The State Ccmittee of the Coancil of Minister
UC13 on the Coordination cxf Scientific Research ah.uld consider this matter circumstantially.
It is no longer possible to delay a decision on
it.
A definite am-unt of tle
Is needed to organize, btild, an equip
the institute, whereas the conduct of extensive scientific rtse_-rch is
alrady a the doy's agenda.

5. Ferrous Metallurgr in Soviet Central Asia
(arodnoye
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Tashkent, No 10, Oct 1961, p 23)
... The development of the base of ferrot- metallurgy in Soviet Central Asia is determined by the ever-increasing demand of this region for
ferrous metals (pig iron, 'oiled stock, etc.).

"p

it will be economically expedient not onl to expand the existing
Begovat Jteel king Plant but also to organize the production of metal on
the basis of the exploitation of the existing Centa& Asian and Soauth Kazakhatan deposits of iron an4 coking coals as veil as cc the basis of natural gas and lowd-cost electrical energy....

6. Establishing the Countr's Fourth

etallurgical Base

By S. Ko-makov
(Kcmunit. Moscow, No 15, 0,2t 1961, pp 81-82)
The establishment of the material and technical base of occmunig
requires a considerable exsion of metal output and hence also of iron
ore extraction.
The draft of the xrty Progra provides for increasing steel output
to 250 million tons annually by 1980. This will reyire the extraction
of as =ich as 400 million tons of ore annually. This means that the current le4el of open-hearth production shoid be a!ost quadrup el, and ore
extraction should be increased just about as much. Of great i=j>ortazce
to eolving this gz'aoase task is the utIlization o the iron ore d '-osits of the Kursk Magnetic Ancma!y (K24A).
The Kursk Magnetic ncxmaa_, has long been kcwn. As far back as LO
years igo V. I. Lenin foresaw that the future utilization of the natural
wealth of the Anomaly
II pl
a tremendous role in the de-elopme-nt of
ferrous metallurgy and jn the establishzent of a broadly developed material and technical base of coammnism. And having formed a special cco:Liscion for the study of th KMA he expedited the organization of Tuios-pactirg and exploratory activities there and enlisted many prcinent scientists in the wirk on this problem.
Vladimir Il'ich wrote:
"I wish to point out the exceptional importance of the 'cr'k to explore the Kursk Magnetic AncAI.... we have there
uaprecedcnte%" rich resources of pure iron... a.mnst surely a treas retroxve unheard of in the world, hich sbou2 revalutionrez the vbale busi-19-

uess of metalurgy.

(Ldni.s

'o'leted Works,

Vol 3 , p 441).

'-then.

in his letter adressed to G. M. Krizhanovskiy ("Works," Vol 35, p 472),
V. I. Lenin pointed out to the Gosplan that "this matter should be handled in an especially etiergetic manner."
Soviet scientists, workers, engineers, and technician3 have carried
out extensivc prosp-ecting and exploring work in the region of the KMtA.
Urer Soviet rule the area of the KMA -'asbeen broadly investigated at
600,000 different pel".
As a resalt, the proven reserves of iron ore
increased hundred: -f t:,ws as compared witn the pre-Revolutionlary era.
A rich accumilatio': of ores 1- the KA region was dibc-vered or the territory of the KurE- _eaya, Belgcrodska~a, Orlovskaya, Kaluzhskaya, Bryanskaya, Smolenskaya, Khar'kovskaya, and oertain c 'her oblasts. The C3U
basin measures up to 2W0 kiioeters in width, more than 700 kiloeters in
length, and 140,000 square kiloneters in ares. The deposits of the KRA
contain more than 250 billion tons of iron ores. For comparison, let it
be recalled that the total iron ore reserves of all regions of the United
States a' present are estimated at 75 billion tons.
Concerning the general developmental prospects of the )2AA,

Comrade

N. S. Khrushchev in his report "Forty Years of the Great October Socialist Revolution" declared:
"In .he regions of the Central USS-, which possess a broadly developed industry, wide prospects for further developent in the future are

opening up in connection with the development of gigantic rcsel -es of
iron ores of the Kursk Magnetic Ancmal-. This, the !argest iron ore basin in the Soviet Union, capable of providing thc ltrge wtaU.lurgicli
industry with sk.fficient high-grade iron ore for hund.
of yeari,
undc%_bte*dv play a =ajor role in the further consolidation of the indus.
trial might of the USSR."

Iil

The enorus iron ore reserves of the KNA as wel! as their high
quality make it possible to build there not one lut a Uole series of ztallurglcal plants.
This region occupies a convenient location relative
to the plants of the Central and Southern Azropean US.S.
Te constraction in tht region of thie KAA of metallurgical plants will ease the work

of transport considerably by relieving it of the conveyance of metal frcu
the Smuthern US.R to the C-cntral. USSR.
Th active 'utilization of the ore base oi
lXYA
Isniies the
a- -nof the ccalex utilization of naturnu. resc..;a
And this has'enr
to be Just the most i-portAnt condition for ex; &dlng industrial micat
with the =inlr= expenditure of means and energy ard, at the ewne tine,
for the cznsermution of our natural resckirces.
The :cc:plex utilixatioz
0: natural resorceb yieldj thz maxi-= increase in labor pro:ctiv ity

and ape"

o

t:e road fT sqlqylng the r-tiawl tc.hological nthodA of de-
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yiln the ccrbs.,nec b1ased onz
veoplr r~ira3.dei~dts.It is prci
Ion of succassiro proctwt ion ,"ages and ut~lizing, their raw'
thec~rl
matert,,Ilsc,,izPrehens- .hvely tha-t we obs5ere the most perfect expression of
the bemini st principle of a smi, gteojraphic&l distribution of industry
of th raw material base to all stages
fr-om "Thre standpoint or proxin:_, e-,-,
of pr ctsirn; of the 6ewtsf'inished product, ending with the obtaining of
the 'r-,na1l prodw,(t itself.

It-

I

In bli Jtht of the complexc) uti.lization of' natural resou.rces and
coubining of production processes, r-, envisaged in the draft of the Party
Progra, the irrpor-tence of the Kuxak--Donets-Basin Combine is e'teptionally great. This, cofne cm be established within a histo:% cally short
pex,'orl. The region of the10-A 4s endowed with the most favorable economtOC :.I~dtlans for this pvapose: proximity1 to the TDnets Basin as well as
to the ±ndu~ftry of Moscow City and Moscow region. It is sufficient to
mention that at the Ural- -Kuznet sk-'Bas in Combine the regions of fuel extraction are separated fron ore demosits by a distance of 1,500) to 2,000
Itlometers, wfhereas here [lDlA) in the case of combining Kursk ores with
W''tiAel, the distance between the fuel and ore extraction regi ons is
abouPt ICtimes shorter.

Thec cons5truction of the Kursk--Dnnets-Baain Combine will. serve as
igof the rise of' the coutry's fourth metallurgical base, in
tte bei
the rz~ion off tho KurA- Magne tic Anomaly. The KIA Basin has a convenient
geo~ntrcyhxczi lohation, It lies in tbe bcoart of the European USSR, and it
has e broad.Y, Cinelry cd llndustc-, a dense transport network, a highly, me-,
tirivJ.'kture, aMi skilled manpower cadres. In the KM Basin
*chanilzed
ther-, occur fibundiiat -ewxt. ces of buildingZ materials: cement, brick,
AUJ this makes it possible to conuence now the
.~"iary-:
ndwclm
preparatfi us fos boutcdn,3 a mertal lurgical plant in the KMA Basin.
A separate discvuion is meietby the construction of canals in
These canta i i~li c-pen for, Beltorod, StxT-oskol'the r'egion , the MkiA
ska,~a and Kursk ore a ntw, extreme y short wat-ter route to the- ports of
the Mooco., Riok, P-alt.t , and Wa-Ite Seas. Side Waj side with the Belgorod sAd Kursk wat'
velcrrA-nt projlectb on th-e S-oyr and Northern Donets,
it, is psible to solve the ITper-Don problem -- te linking of the Don
Aa&ter Bsin to the O'ka River.
A rise in the level of the w-ate-rs of' the $eyin, 1brthenm Donets, UpJrg~
mavt land
etr Don, and texrivers, wil ake it potSsible to
Voozsaa,
eA :ovvk, ra obtrct
i teKua~ayBelgorodsr ,
in sdrl'_tioan, thet formalasts &nW-11: as a number of UkxatMdan blast.
tion~ of' taw iaer erpiwnses in these area -will affezt the loceal cliflcte
aue high, yia
off cereal, irdustrial, one. cther crops.
posi tive'y

wc7IA

aMnkmake it poesib2*6 to dwtvelop paflutry raihing end tismntj' Cn a broad
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The construction of the canals will result in a redu'tion in the
influx of v%.&er to the rich cre; of the Kuzrsk Marmetic Aomaly, which
will make it possible to perform op..-strip extraction of the ores on a
large 5cale. As is kncron, currently the bulk of the ore of "he Kursk
W-7,netic AncrJay is mined udergTound. Open-strip mining is practiced
In this cormection, the
c:ily at the LezedinskJ.y and YJkhWylovskiy mines.
reat
fu:.rther expanson of the open-strip method of ore mining entail.
joeibi!itfe for increasing labor productivity, which in open-strip Cjerations'is four to five times higher then in underground mining.
Calculations show that in this basin, vithin the next 10 to 15
years, it will be economically expedient to organize the open-strip extraction of iron ores, on the scale of more than 60 mIlLIJ.on tons arnuaLly
(inclusive of underground extraction the total annual extraction vould
ther be about 100 million tons).
This will serve tQ provide with .
the
plants of the Central USSR, to create a reserve for the plants of the
Southern USSR, and to build two or three new metallurgical combines of
the type of the Kuznetsk 4tallurgical Combine in the Ku etsk Basin.

'

The construction of mines, metallurgical plants, housing, and social ard cultural and ccmunal facilities in the KYA Basin wila involve
a considerable volume of rining, elctrcal-intae2ation, and constrac-

AOL

tion operations,

Tn view of this, the Academzy of Sciences USSR as vr.ll

as the planning agencics, of the RSFSR should as soon as possible draft a
long-range plan of complex utilization of the natural resources of the
Kursk Magnetic Ancmaly.
So thea

the problem of the Kursk Magnetic Ancmaly may remain at the

forus of the attention of Party, economic, scientific, and planning agencies, -7 suggest the following mendment to the draft of the Party Program.
'To consider it as a vital task to establish the country's fourth
metallurgical base on the basis of the inexha tible iron ore deposits of
the Kurak Magnetic Anoy.
"To expedite the development of the vealth of the Kurak M664etic
Anomaly, to cosmence within the next five years the construction of the

Kursk--Donets-Basin Coubine,

To draft a long-range plan of ccmlex util-

ization of the natural ve,2th of the Kursk Magnetic A 1maly."
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